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here, has, however, led physicists to the conclusion that
electrons, as such, do not actually exist inside the nuclei.
For one thing, the size o£ electrons seems to be too large
to admit of many of them being squeezed into the tiny
volume of the nucleus.
This conclusion, at first sight paradoxical, is resolved in
the current point of view, according to which the electrons
emitted by certain radioactive bodies arc "created" just
before their emission, out of lite "shapeless" electric cliarge
carried by the nucleus. It is admittedly rather difficult to
explain this point of view without going into much tech-
nical detail; and we shall content ourselves with the prop-
osition that electrons do not exist inside the nuclei before
they are emitted,, just as soap-bubbles do not exist inside
a pipe before they are blown out.
Whenever a sequence of a-emissions disturbs the deli-
cate balance between the electric charge and the mass of
the decaying nucleus, an electric adjustment immediately
takes place, and the superfluous charge is emitted in the
form of a free electric particle. We may take as an example
what happens when one of the members of the radioactive
family of thorium, known as ThC, ejects a very energetic
a-particle. The nucleus of ThC is thereby transformed
into the nucleus of ThC", which possesses the atomic
weight 208 and the positive charge of 81 elementary units.
If, however, we look into the table of stable elements, we
will find that the stable nucleus of mass 208 should possess
an electric charge of 82 units, since it is an isotope of lead.
It follows that, in order to become stable, the product of
ThC disintegration must emit one free negative charge
(a /^-particle), upon which it will become transformed into
ordinary lead and will thus exist for ever after.

